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DDAAIILLYY  ““RREEGGUULLAARR””  CCOOAACCHH  TTOOUURRSS  FFRROOMM  //  TTOO  IIZZMMIIRR  --                            

BBTTCCAATTCC    

Include a/c motor coach transportation, lunch on full day tours only, guide 

services and entrance fees. 

 

AN-IZM / HALF DAY IZMIR TOUR (Excluding lunch)  : 

(Operates for minimum 05 guests & in the mornings only) 

Visit ancient Agora, climb Mount Pagus, once called the Crown of Smyrna, 

visit Alexander the Great’s Castle overlooking the Bay of Izmir.  If you wish 

to visit the Bazaar you will be left at the entrance. 

AN-EPH / FULL DAY EPHESUS TOUR     : 

(Operates for minimum 02 guests)  

Ephesus, one of the most impressive and well-preserved archaeological 

sites in the world.  Spend the morning strolling through the street, temples 

and fountains of the ancient metropolis.  After lunch, visit the 

Archaeological museum, and the House of Virgin Mary, where it is 

believed that she has spent her last days.  Lunch is included. 

AN-PER / FULL DAY PERGAMUM TOUR     : 

(Operates for minimum 02 guests) 

Pergamum, home of the Hellenistic Attalaid kings.  Visit Acropolis and 

Asclepion and the Red Basilica-famed for its great library, the citizens of 

ancient Pergamum invented parchment for writing when the supply of 

papyrus was cut off.  Pergamum’s Asclepion was the most famous 

classical medical center.  Lunch is included. 
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AN-SRD / FULL DAY SARDES TOUR      : 

(Operates for minimum 05 guests) 

Sardes, capital of ancient Lydia.  View the magnificent ruins of the 

Acropolis.  Visit the Temple of Cybele and Diana which later became a 

church.  Stop by the Synagogue, the Gymnasium and a newly excavated 

area.  After lunch, we visit Manisa, visit the Archaeological and 

Ethnographical Museum, the Mosque of Muradiye, and Weeping Rock 

Niobe.  Return to Izmir and visit to the Beth Israel Synagogue & Old 

Bazaar Kemeralti.  Lunch is included. 

 

AN-PKL / FULL DAY PAMUKKALE (HIERAPOLIS) TOUR  : 

(Operates for minimum 05 guests) 

Drive to Pamukkale to view the extraordinary formations of travertine and 

walk around the ancient city of Hierapolis, the Monument and Thermal 

Baths and the magnificent Necropolis, house of the dead.  Year-round 

swimming is possible in the natural hot spring waters.  Lunch is included. 

 

Pls contact us for prices 
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